
Foils case; This case is custom fit to our foils with little room to spare. If for some reason, your 
foils case seems too long or too short or simply too snug, please send us an email. Care has been 
taken to re-inforce the pocket edges, hanger loop and shoulder strap. There are 5 layers of fabric 
making 2 custom fitted pockets, with a generous, 2” wide, stitched-on Velcro closing.

How the rudder fits into the case might not be obvious to everyone. 

Below: Rudder shown in the folded position for packing.

Loosen the knob just enough so that the kick-up assembly can rotate away from the use-ready 
position. The hiking stick rests free to one side but turned back on the tiller. Thus the rudder 
slides completely into the front pocket with the knob facing up.  Left handed set up will not fit 
into the standard case so let us know and we will replace your case with a ‘lefty’.

The daggerboard slips into the taller pocket behind the rudder. Close the flap and hang the case 
by the hook loop on the back or the shoulder strap.

The Evolution Block-it(tm)  fabric is typically used to make covers for antique cars. We like that 
it is soft, breathable, and super light-weight. If it gets too salty, just hose it down or rinse in a 
bucket and hang it to dry. It dries very quickly. This fabric will not hold up well to the vigors of 
machine washing or use of a dryer.



Packing up your rig: The bag for the PT 11 sailing rig is just the right size. It is a good idea to 
pay attention to how your rig arrives and espeially the way the boom/rigging is packed. There is 
a quick way to organize the lines so that deploying and packing are easy and "nerd's-nest" free.

The main sheet snap hook can lead forward and secure to the central mainsheet block/eyestrap. 
The vang S-hook can lead to and hook into the outboard eyestrap or webbing loop (depending 
on the generation of your rig) and be snugged. You can then wind the remainder of the 
mainsheet onto the boom.

Slop is not a sails friend. It is best to roll your sail up tightly for the longevity of the sail and so 
it will fit into the bag with the spars. A helpful trick is to fold the sail at the upper batten, start 
rolling there, parallel to the batten and once rolled, reach into the luff end and tighten the roll 
before securing it with the sail tie. We shortened the standard sail ties so you have less to 
fumble with.


